PRESS RELEASE
EXSTOPODTM – THE ULTIMATE SOLUTION TO NOISE POLLUTION
Exsto Asia Pte Ltd is pleased to present ExstopodTM at the Office Expo Asia 2020, The Virtual
Edition. A mobile range of acoustic pods are curated for user whom seeks privacy in a working
environment to conduct ad-hoc discussion and meetings. The pods come in various sizes to
accommodate different (number of) groups of people, adaptable in various interior spaces.
With the increasing demand of privacy and noise control in working environments, pods are
emerging in the market designed to combat effects of noise in open spaces. These acoustic pods
can be situated at specific places to allow more privacy in peace which in turn increases
productivity.
ExstopodTM have achieved a high acoustic rating with TUV - 32 NIC (Noise Isolation Class) and a
good indoor air quality reading of below 0.005 mg/m³ emission of formaldehyde with SGS
Certification. Internal features of the pods include energy efficiency with centralized motion
sensor that prevents energy wastage when it is vacant, and a well-ventilated interior to keep
user comfortable at all time. External features such as its robust construction is achieved
through the use of powder coated electro-galvanized steel, alongside its portable feature to
allow timeless relocation by dismantling and re-assembly.
Branded as Singapore’s leading privacy and meeting pod, ExstopodTM is recognised by a variety
of industries such as local government agencies, educational institutions, finance industries, coworking spaces and more. ExstopodTM have also delivered numerous projects with satisfactory
results.
Find out more Exstopod references here www.exsto.com.sg/exstopod-projects-gallery or visit
Exsto Asia’s showroom to experience peace and privacy now.

About Exsto Asia Pte Ltd.
Established in 2008, Exsto Asia Pte Ltd has grown over the past decade to become one of the Singapore’s
leading ergonomic solutions provider. The firm specializes in both contemporary and ergonomic furniture
for clients who are seeking a functional design and a comfortable workplace environment. Visit
www.exsto.com.sg for more information.
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